Approaching
recruitment agencies
Recruitment agencies play an important role
in some sectors of the New Zealand job market.
Good consultants understand their industry
and the market well. However, agencies may
not operate in the same way as in your home
country. Before you approach them or apply
for their listed jobs, try to understand their
role and what you can expect from them.

Key tips
» Research recruitment agents and
their involvement in your industry
before you approach them.
» Be patient, proactive and polite.

FAQs
Will a recruitment agency help me find a job?
» Not necessarily. Recruitment agencies are not active in
all job sectors or role types in New Zealand.
» The employer is the recruitment consultant’s primary
client – not you. You will only find work through
a recruitment agency if you have the skills and
experience that their client needs.
What skills and experience are recruitment consultants
looking for?
» They want candidates with work experience, skills that
match the job and a ‘can do’ attitude. If you don’t have
New Zealand work experience, make sure you clearly
outline how your skills and experience match the job.
How many agencies should I approach?
» New Zealand is a small country and all the consultants
know each other. Flooding the market by going
to all the recruitment agents could be considered
unprofessional, especially if they all send your CV to
the same employer. Do your research (see flow chart
over the page) to identify the best agencies for you.
What is the difference between the permanent and
temporary desks?
» Agencies commonly have two areas of their business,
one that looks after permanent hires and another that
focuses on fixed-term or temporary work. As fixedterm/temporary work is common in New Zealand,
the temporary desk can be a good place to start.

Is it better to email or phone first?
» It is personal preference. However, recruitment
consultants can be difficult to get hold of on the phone
so you may need to try various approaches.
What if they don’t reply to me?
» Wait for a week, then follow up by email or phone.
If they don’t get back to you, try one more time and
record it in your job search diary. This will help you
track your contacts. You could also try other agencies.
What should I do when I meet a recruitment consultant
for the first time?
» Be well prepared and trust yourself. Answer their
questions with integrity and confidence.
» Respect and use their time wisely.
» Prepare some questions for them beforehand.
» Be friendly and proactive, but not pushy. Aim to build
a relationship.
They have asked me to sign an agreement.
Should I do this?
» Yes. However, before signing make sure you read the
fine print so you understand what your commitment
is. Ask the consultant to contact you before they send
your CV to a company.

How to approach recruitment agencies
If recruitment agencies are
advertising jobs in your field

TO CONSIDER

Look for jobs in your field that are advertised
by recruitment agents

Identify the recruitment agencies and
their expertise and disciplines.
Who are their consultants?

Assess the jobs

What skills and experience are they
looking for? Are you a good match?

Go to the recruitment agency website
and LinkedIn profile

Read up on the recruitment agency and
the consultant. What instructions do they
provide to candidates?

Is this recruitment company a good match
for your skills?

YES

NO

If there are no specific jobs on offer
through recruitment agencies

Research the recruitment agencies that
specialise in your industry

Go to the recruitment agency website and
LinkedIn profile

Find the consultant who works in your area
of speciality

Look for another recruitment company

Tailor your CV and cover letter for a specific role

Tailor your CV for roles in this area

Review your LinkedIn profile

They will look at your LinkedIn profile

Review your LinkedIn profile

Get clear on your Unique Selling Points
or USPs (three bullet points)

To help with writing your USPs see pages
16–17 of the Work Connect workbook

Get clear on your Unique Selling Points;
have three bullet points

Send your application – use your three USPs
in the covering email

Your aim is to be able to talk to the consultant and
get onto the recruitment company database

Record the job, the consultant’s name and date
you applied, and keep this information with you

Recording your application and contacts
in your job search diary is essential

Prepare for a phone interview

You will only get one chance to do this well

Contact recruitment consultants either by phone
or email. Use your USPs to introduce yourself

Prepare two to three questions for them

They will have excellent knowledge
of the job market so this is an
opportunity to learn from them

Prepare two to three questions for them.
Ask for advice on what to do at this stage,
or for a meeting with a consultant

If you get a call in a noisy place,
ask if you can call them back – make sure
you get their number!

Make the best use of their advice or feedback.
Think about how to reach out or follow up

Questions you could ask a recruitment consultant
»
»
»
»
»

What is happening in my industry?
What skills and experience do you particularly look for?
What career paths do people working in my industry/occupation usually take?
What qualifications and certifications do employers in this industry prefer candidates to have?
Do you have any tips for video interviews?
Make sure you research and prepare before you contact a recruitment agency.
Remember, different agencies have different ways of doing things.

